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REGULATION OF WORKPLACE GOSSIP:
CAN EMPLOYERS MITIGATE POTENTIAL
LIABILITY WITHOUT VIOLATING THE NLRA?*
by
Paula O’Callaghan**
Rosemary Hartigan***

INTRODUCTION
It’s little surprise that employers attempt to regulate
workplace gossip. Popular business literature portrays gossip
as eroding employee cohesion and discipline, wasting time and
creating a poisonous work environment.1 Influential
organizations from the Roman Catholic Church2 to the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce3 advocate regulating gossip. In the
United States, employers may be liable for gossip under
common law or various statutory theories.4 Regulating
workplace gossip may seem prudent business strategy.
However, in a recent case before the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB, or “Board”), one employer’s no-gossip policy
was found to violate the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA
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or “the Act”).5 Can an employer mitigate potential liability for
workplace gossip without violating the NLRA?
This paper explores how employers can regulate
workplace gossip without violating the Act. We examined
NLRB decisions considering both gossip-specific work rules
and broader work rules involving speech related conduct.
EMPLOYER REGULATION OF WORKPLACE GOSSIP
Research in the U.S. and Western Europe shows that
more than 90% of the workforce engages in some form of
gossip.6 Meanwhile, gossip has morphed from being shared at
the physical “water cooler” to the virtual one with emails, texts,
instant messages, tweets, and social media status updates.
Employers have reacted to workplace gossip with everything
from consciousness-raising sessions 7 to regulation and outright
employment terminations.8
Gossip regulation is found in diverse industries and
workplaces. A Montana-based online printing company
requires its new hires to sign a written “no gossip” provision
embedded in an agreement to values.9 At UNESCO gossip is
included in the anti-harassment policy under moral
harassment.10 Wal-Mart has disciplined and fired employees
for spreading rumors,11 and gossip mongering.12
There is clustering of regulation in certain industries,
such as healthcare, where this language is popular:
We will not engage in or listen to negativity or
gossip. We recognize that listening without acting to
stop it is the same as participating.13
Firms big and small regulate gossip. Empower, a
boutique public relations firm in Chicago has a mandatory, “no
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gossip” policy,14 as does Bridgewater Associates, one of the
world’s largest hedge funds.15
Some employers discipline or discharge workers for
gossip under the at-will employment doctrine16 or ad-hoc work
rules. Our research demonstrates that employers regulate
gossip through a variety of general work rules from antiharassment rules to wage nondisclosure rules.17
LAW AND THE REGULATION OF GOSSIP
An extensive, yet highly porous, web of laws enmeshes
workplace speech. The applicable laws often depend upon
whether the employer is governmental or private sector. The
First Amendment18 and the NLRA provide the backbone of
speech protection; state laws may afford additional rights.
Legal status also may derive from how the speech is
communicated; for example, in instances of speech via email or
social media, the Stored Communications Act19 might apply.
Common law concepts such as defamation also apply to
workplace speech. Workplace gossip may fall into any of
these legal regulatory schemes, even if the speech takes place
outside the workplace.
This paper focuses on liability under the National Labor
Relations Act. Therefore the analysis is limited to private
employers in the United States that are subject to the
jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations Board.20 The
NLRA applies to the vast majority of private sector employees
– both union and non-union – even though they may not be
conscious of their rights under the Act, and their employers
may not realize that the labor law applies to their type of
organization; indeed, a common misunderstanding is that the
NLRA applies only to unionized workplaces.21
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Is Gossip protected concerted activity?
Does the NLRA guarantee the right to gossip about
work? Section 7 of the NLRA grants “employees” the right to
engage in “concerted activities” for “mutual aid or
protection.”22 Employee is broadly defined to include both
unionized and nonunionized workers in the private sector;
however it does not include “supervisors.” 23 It is “...an unfair
labor practice for an employer to interfere with, restrain, or
coerce employees...” with regard to exercise of their Section 7
rights.24 The terms concerted activities and mutual aid and
protection are not defined specifically within the Act.
The NLRB has interpreted protected concerted activity
as generally requiring two or more employees acting together
toward an improvement in working conditions; however, a
single employee may act alone on behalf of others.25 A
substantial question is whether the benefit or improvements
sought would inure to the individual solely or to the group as a
whole.26 Individual griping is not protected under the Act.27
In previous work28 we noted that while some workplace
gossip could be considered mere “idle talk” or “chatter,” and
some may be harmful and malicious, gossip may “constitute
preliminary activity toward mutual aid and protection that
would constitute protected, concerted activity” under Section
8(a)(1) of the NLRA. We determined that gossip most likely
would be considered protected concerted activity when it can
be construed as relating to “terms and conditions of
employment,”29 or “matters affecting … employment,”30 is
more than “griping,”31 and involves discussion with other
employees.32 Not all gossip is protected. 33 We have noted
that gossip can be so “opprobrious” that it loses protection of
the Act. 34
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Overly broad no gossip policy violates the NLRA
In the first case to consider a stand-alone no gossip
policy under the NLRA, an administrative law judge ruled that
the policy violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act.
In 2012 an Atlanta-area for-profit school, Laurus
Technical Institute (“Laurus”), 35 instituted a “No Gossip
Policy” and subsequently terminated admissions representative
Joslyn Henderson, based in part on violations of the new gossip
policy.36 The Acting General Counsel37 issued a complaint
against Laurus for unfair labor practices for maintaining an
overly broad “No Gossip Policy” and for suspending and
terminating Henderson for violating the “No Gossip Policy”
while engaged in protected concerted activities.38
The Laurus policy defined gossip as:
1. Talking about a person’s personal life when
they [sic] are not present
2. Talking about a person’s professional life
without his/her supervisor present
3. Negative, or untrue, or disparaging comments or
criticisms of another person or persons
4. Creating, sharing, or repeating information that
can injure a person’s credibility or reputation
5. Creating, sharing, or repeating a rumor about
another person
6. Creating, sharing or repeating a rumor that is
overheard or hearsay…39
The policy also discussed gossip in terms of draining
productivity and morale.40 Henderson’s termination apparently
followed a period of upheaval in the organization.41 Henderson
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verbally objected to new enrollment goals and how admissions
“leads” were handled – behavior the administrative law judge
characterized as protected.42
Judge Dawson noted that the policy would prohibit
communications – positive or negative – outside the presence
of the subject and his or her supervisor.43 The judge opined
that such a policy – on its face – would “chill” an employee’s
lawful activity under the Act and would be viewed to do so by
a reasonable employee. She found the no gossip policy
violates section 8(a)(1) of the Act44 and added:
Indeed, [Laurus] does not even defend the no
gossip rule in its brief. The language in the
no gossip policy is overly broad, ambiguous,
and severely restricts employees from
discussing or complaining about any terms
and conditions of employment.45
Laurus appealed Judge Dawson’s decision to the full
board, but did not attempt to defend its no-gossip policy on
appeal, vigorously defending the case on other grounds.46
The Board accepted Judge Dawson’s finding that the no-gossip
policy was over broad and violated the NLRA,47 ordering the
employer to rescind its policy and to offer the plaintiff
reinstatement.48
Regulating gossip after Laurus
As we expected, the Board adopted the ALJ’s decision
in Laurus with respect to the no-gossip policy violating Section
8(a)(1) of the NLRA.49 Thus, we strongly caution employers
about banning gossip as broadly and generally as Laurus did.
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There is, however, a category of gossip that falls
outside the protection of the NLRA. It is well established that
gossip that is specifically malicious is not protected,50 and this
principle recently was extended to gossip that is harmful.51
The precise language of the rule is important; the Board makes
a distinction between banning “malicious gossip,” which is
allowed, and banning “malicious statements,” which is not.52
The Board has found a work rule prohibiting engaging and
listening to “negativity or gossip” violated Section 8(a)(1) of
the Act,53 so we caution about linking an otherwise lawful ban
on malicious or harmful gossip with other work rules.
What workplace speech can be regulated under the NLRA?
Employers are understandably concerned about the
organization’s liability for hostile work environment or
harassment-type claims stemming from gossip. 54 Legal
concerns and a real or perceived decrease in productivity55
may motivate employers to enact anti-gossip policies. The
NLRA may be the furthest thing from the employer’s mind, if
the employer even is aware of the labor law.56 The legal
concerns surrounding harassment certainly are legitimate.
While approving a work rule prohibiting abusive or
threatening language under the Act the court in Adtranz noted,
“[u]nder both federal and state law, employers are subject to
civil liability should they fail to maintain a workplace free of
racial, sexual, and other harassment.”57
If no gossip policies are risky, are there other regulatory
approaches less likely to violate the NLRA?58 We examined
more than 45 speech related work rules on which the Board has
ruled. The Appendix presents our findings which illustrate that
nearly 72% of these speech related work rules were found to
violate the NLRA.
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The Board applies a multi-part test to assess whether a
speech related work rule violates the Act. The initial step asks,
“...whether the rule explicitly restricts activities protected by
Section 7.”59 If explicit restriction is not evident, a workplace
rule still may violate Section 8(a)(1) if any one of these are
true.
(1) employees would reasonably construe the language to
prohibit Section 7 activity;
(2) the rule was promulgated in response to union activity; or
(3) the rule has been applied to restrict the exercise of Section
7 rights.60
Examining the work rules found to pass the test, there is
an extreme end of the spectrum consisting of harassing and
abusive behavior. The Board has approved work rules
banning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abusive and threatening language61
Profane language62
Harassment63
Verbal, mental and physical abuse64
Injurious, offensive, threatening, intimidating or coercive
conduct65
Slanderous statements66
Oral or written statements, gestures, or expressions that convey a
direct or indirect threat of physical or emotional harm67

At the other end of the spectrum, the Board has very
recently approved banning displays of “negative attitude” to
staff or guests of the firm in one instance.68 We caution that
this new precedent on “negative attitude” may not be entirely
reliable.69
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GOSSIP AND SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE WORKPLACE
In a recent survey nearly 90% of businesses reported
using social media for business purposes and 80% of those
reported having social media policies for their employees.70 It
is increasingly likely that an employer’s work rules regarding
speech and its social media policy will intersect. 71 If an
employer includes provisions in its social media policy
regarding discussions between or among employees it should
consider whether those provisions might violate the Act.72 An
NLRB Regional Director noted, “[t]he conduct at the water
cooler is now sometimes the conduct in the social media, but
the same law applies.”73 This echoes a statement by Board
Chairman Pearce recently where he explained the role of the
NLRB as, “... applying traditional rules to a new technology.”74
As the law develops we note the fluid nature of the virtual
water cooler where workers can interact and share work-related
information easily with others outside the workplace - a feature
not found around the water cooler in traditional workspaces.75
Recently in Kroger Co., 76 an administrative law judge
struck down a social media policy with a rule that prohibited
discussion of matters such as plant closings – which are
protected by Section 7 of the Act.77 The ALJ also struck down
Kroger’s rule regarding confidentiality of “personnel matters”
because it was not defined or limited.78

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS
At the outset we noted that gossip often is viewed as
eroding discipline, wasting time and creating a toxic work
environment.79 We noted that workplace gossip also has the
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potential for employer legal liability; the focus of this paper has
been a strategy for the mitigation of that legal liability. As
Constance Bagley has stressed, managers should use the law in
ways that create value for the firm. 80 Attempts to regulate
workplace gossip – particularly if the regulation is overly broad
– are more likely to result in hindering value rather than
creating value for an organization. We have demonstrated that
there are ways to implement work rules that mitigate an
employer’s potential liability without violating the NLRA.
Beyond rules that encompass harassment and other serious
behaviors, we add a note of caution. When an employer
attempts to use work rules to enforce a civility code in the
workplace, it may find itself incurring significant attorney’s
fees defending its rules before the Board.81
Taking another view, gossip can be a positive,
proactive, management tool. Gossip has been shown to have
potential for exposing workplace wrongdoing, and as such it
can play an important role in reinforcing ethics and legal
compliance. For example, we note the potentially useful role
of gossip in exposing workplace wrongdoing. One of the
largest corporate scandals of the twentieth century, which led
to the downfall of the ENRON Corporation, was initially
brought to light through office gossip.82 Corporate compliance
programs often prevent misconduct or mitigate sanctions in the
event misconduct is uncovered.83 We note that in a workplace
where gossip is banned, reporting may be delayed or ignored
and it might take longer for wrongful conduct and unethical
practices to “surface” for corrective action.
CONCLUSION
Gossip is so central to the human psyche that it is
virtually impossible to eliminate.84 Moreover, based on the
affirmation of the Laurus, decision, it is likely that a broad
anti-gossip provision would chill employees’ rights to
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protected concerted activity. Employers who wish to regulate
harmful workplace speech without running afoul of the NLRA
should craft their work rules to include precise definitions of
the speech prohibited, such as “malicious or harmful gossip,”
“abusive and threatening language,” “profane language,”
“harassment,” “verbal, mental and physical abuse,” “bullying
or other injurious, offensive, threatening, intimidating or
coercive conduct.”
We recommend that employers recognize that not all
gossip is created equal. Some of it has positive value. As
noted by eminent management scholar, Henry Mintzberg,
...today’s gossip may be tomorrow’s fact. The
manager who is not accessible for the telephone
call informing him that his biggest customer was
seen golfing with his main competitor may read
about a dramatic drop in sales in the next
quarterly report. But then it’s too late.85
Rather than attempting to ban all workplace gossip,
managers should use gossip as a diagnostic tool for issues that
management can solve at the root level.86 Grosser et al.
suggest that ideally, employers should “reduce all of the
destructive and unnecessary forms of gossip while allowing the
positive and functional forms of gossip to remain.”87 We agree
and believe this approach also will find legal support under the
NLRA.
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Abusive language: abusive/threatening language≠
Abusive language: profane language, harassment
verbal/mental/physical abuse≠
Complaining: about conditions of employment≠
Confidentiality: information such as personal/financial≠
Confidentiality: disclosing confidential information
Confidentiality: wages, discipline, performance ratings
Confidentiality: divulging company-private information≠
Confidentiality: not discuss internal investigations
Confidentiality: not discuss work-related accidents
Courtesy: be courteous, polite & friendly, respectful
Derogatory attacks≠
Disclaimer requirement: employees required to use a
specified disclaimer identifying themselves as an associate
Disciplinary action: discussion of≠
Discourteous or inappropriate attitude or behavior
Disrespectful conduct≠
Disruptive conduct≠
Disparaging comments≠
False statements≠
False, vicious or malicious statements≠

NO
NO

Authority

Speech related work rules
≠rule prohibiting.

Violates
NLRA
Section
8(a)(1) ?

Appendix: Survey of speech related work rules
examined by the NLRB, 1979-2014

88
89

90

YES
YES
YES
YES

91 92
93
94

NO

95
96

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

97
98
99
100

101

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

102
103
104
105
106
107 108
109

Oral, written statements, gestures/expressions,
direct/indirect threat of physical or emotional harm
Gossip: indulging in harmful gossip≠
Gossip: malicious≠

NO

110

NO
NO

111
112 113
114

Gossip: broad no gossip policy
Gossip: gossiping about others inc supervisors/managers
Gossip: will not engage in or listen to negativity or gossip
Gossip & complaining/general prohibition
Grievances: limits on discussion of grievances≠

115

YES
NO

116
117

YES
YES

118

NO
119

120
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Harassment: of employees, supervisors≠
Injurious, offensive, threatening, intimidating, coercing≠
Negativity: displays of negative attitude disruptive≠
Negativity: negative comments fellow team members≠
Negativity: negative conversations employees/managers≠
Non-Disparagement
Posting/circulating/distributing writing w/o permission
Rumor: commenting on rumors, speculation, or personnel
matters, rumors or speculation related to business plans ≠
Slander: slanderous or detrimental statements≠
Social media policy: broad confidentiality policy + do not
post anything false, misleading, obscene, defamatory,
profane, discriminatory, libelous, threatening, harassing,
abusive, hateful or embarrassing to person or entity.
Social media policy: inappropriate behavior online≠
Social media policy: sharing of personal information about
employees such as performance and compensation≠
Social media policy: may not blog, enter chat rooms, post
messages on public websites, disclose company info
Social media policy: use of social networking sites that
could discredit company or damage its image≠
Social media policy: statements damaging or that defame≠
Unauthorized information in reference requests≠
Terms and conditions of employment: discuss w/clients≠
Unfair criticism: Verbal comments or physical gestures
directed at others that exceed the bounds of fair criticism≠
Wages: wage and salary non-disclosure rule

NO
NO
NO

121
122
123
124

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

125
126
127
128

NO

129

YES

130

YES
YES

131

YES

133

YES

134

132

135

YES
NO

136

YES
YES

137

YES

139 140

138

141 142
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